
Warm toned metallics burst into 
a rotating mandala that swirls 
around your wrist. Colors range 
from 24kt and luster gold, to 
bronze and amber. A perfect color 
scheme for warm or dark-skin 
complexions.
The pattern for “Gold Burst “ is 
measured for Japansese Delica 
beads, but any 11/o seed bead will 

work. Make adjustments to the 
stated length so bracelet will fit the 
wrist properly. 

Size: Length varies, beginning at 
6” if pattern is made with Delicas. 
Width: 2” (40 beads)

Skill Level: Beginner (must know 
how to increase and decrease) 

GOLD BURST
LOOM or SQUARE STITCH PATTERN

Length: 91 beads (6”)*
Width:  40 beads (2”)

*Measurement does not include length of clasp 
and findings.

Quantity of Beads Delica Color #

1 1⁄2 grams #621
Silver Lined Pale Gold

2 1⁄2 grams #743
Matte Transp. Yellow

7 grams  #022
Metallic Bronze

9  grams  #031
24kt Gold

1 gram  #612
Silver Lined ChocolateMARGIEDEEB.COM
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Gold Violet Rose Liquid Green

#621 #351 #353 #078 #237

#743 #080 #206 #174 #691

#022 #249 #070 #274 #027

#031 #661 #685 #077 #327

#612 #610 #362 #285 #1453

Violet Palette

Rose Palette

Liquid Palette

Green Palette
Notice the center has been 
changed from the darkest 
color to the lightest, creat-
ing a very different effect 
than the other palettes 
convey.

Delica numbers for the 4 palettes shown 
on this page are listed in the chart above. 
Follow the main pattern on page 1, while 
substituting the beads above to create 
“Gold Burst” in one of 5 beautiful color 
shemes.
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